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At ELVI Bardahl, we innovate and create values to life. The changing global conditions of the automotive sector inspire us to 
introduce innovative and superior products for the needs of the industry. 

Bardahl products are sold worldwide in over 90 countries, on 6 continents, packaged in 16 languages and are available in India 
since 20 years. 

The company head quartered at Mumbai, India is the sole authorized associates of Bardahl Manufacturing Corporation, Seattle, 
USA for marketing the world famous “Bardahl” brand of automotive products.  

ELVI Bardahl aims to meet global standards by offering products for OEM Direct, Automotive Detailing, Automotive & Industrial 
Aftermarket (lubricants & additives, mechanical maintenance, aerosol cleaners & lubes).  The company has a wide and 
extensive network of channel partners and sales & service teams to support its vision.

AUTOCARE services can be a simple car wash or a wax job or a complete cleaning and protection service - including having the 
car interior or the engine compartment cleaned. To car enthusiasts, a freshly detailed vehicle is a work of art to be displayed. 

Why AUTOCARE?

Ÿ Vinyl & Rubber care.

ELVI Bardahl's different range of AUTOCARE polishes and cleaning solvents are designed to remove heavy oxidation caused by 
exposure to the sun & weather elements.
 
People spend almost as many hours each week in the car as they do at home. Car interiors rely on mechanized air movement to 
create a false sense of freshness when the heater and air conditioner are operating. Dust mites, mold and germs will circulate 
throughout the car interior without frequent intervention. A thorough cleaning with ELVI Bardahl Autocare range of cleaners & 
dressers along with vacuums, removes these harmful particles and kills germs. Another reason why detailing your car is 
important.  
To conclude, AUTOCARE is necessary for:
Ÿ Restoration of the vehicle's exterior surfaces.
Ÿ Protection against corrosion.

The appearance of a vehicle deteriorates due to environmental exposure or damage. Therefore, you need a polish that will 
quickly, yet gently, remove the damage to reveal a fresh, brilliant finish.  Salt, bugs, acid rain, road dirt, tree sap, smog etc. 
damages the chrome & exterior surface finish. Leaving these factors unattended will eventually eat away the surface paint finish 
and may also cause rust & corrosion.

Ÿ Interior cleaning for a pure, germ free & healthy cabin.

Ÿ Air-conditioning system maintenance.

Ÿ Reflection to once personality.
Ÿ Better re-sale value of the car in future.

Automotive Surface Refinement
Cleaning & Protection System 



A thorough detailing consists of automotive exterior and interior detailing.

Ÿ Severe water stain marks or swirl marks.

Ÿ Poor repaint or paint repair blending.
Ÿ Heavy swirl marks or other micro marring.
Ÿ Heavy oxidation due to sun and weather exposure.

The process removes:

Ÿ Poor surface finish (orange peel).

The most noticeable areas of a vehicle are the exteriors. Restoring its gloss by means of ELVI Bardahl Paint Care System 
treatment is a must since the car surface loses its shine with the passing of time. Dirt, grease, imperfections - they all disappear 
during the treatment.  And the treatment ensures that the car looks sparkling glossy – almost like  a  showroom  finish. 

Paint Care System

Headlight Restoration System

Over a period of time the headlights can become hazy, yellowish or scratched which do not allow the headlights to emit optimum 
light. This causes the light rays to reflect in different directions, this makes not only the night driving more dangerous but also 
blinds other drivers. 
A 3-stage process of headlight restoration which involves rubbing, polishing and protection, gives a superior and a new looking 
headlight.  Also makes night driving a safer experience. The process also includes application of a special-Headlight Pro Sealant 
coat, that is applied over the headlight to prevent it from cracking and deteriorating due to UV rays effect.



Regular maintenance of alloy wheels is essential to protect them and avoid dirt to settle permanently. Alloy wheel cleaning and 
protection treatment will restore the shine of the Alloy wheels thereby making them look as good as new.

A clean and sparkling alloy wheels gives an aesthetic look to the car's overall appearance. Alloy wheel cleaning and protection 
treatment is an integral part of a car care program. Brake dust, road grime, tar, dirt, grease etc. settle down over the alloy wheels 
which gives a dirty look to the vehicle.

Alloy Wheel Cleaning & Protection

Windshield Cleaning & Polishing

Ÿ Significantly reduces night glare.

The treatment involves cleaning the windshield with clay bar and polishing off minor swirls, stains, dirt or foggy glasses to make it 
look, as good as new. The treatment will significantly reduce glare during night as well as in the rain. 
Windshield polish treatment have the following benefits:

Ÿ Allows insects to be easily washed away.

Ÿ Improves clarity and visibility.
Ÿ Helps reduce water stain marks and other stubborn stains.

Ÿ Water repellant properties.

Bardahl Emblem Polish & Protector is expressly formulated to work on metal / chrome surfaces. - to clean, restore &leave a sparkling 
shine.

Tarnish on chrome causes it to lose its shine and look dirty. Washing chrome (or the complete car) in greasy or hard water leaves a 
dirty film on the chrome & metal parts which is difficult to remove. Bardahl Emblem & Chrome Cleaning removes even the toughest 
hard water stains, limescale deposit, soap scum, white stains from metal / chrome surfaces. 

Emblem & Chrome Cleaning
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Anti-Corrosion treatments provide protection an automobile which has become susceptible to corrosion and acts as a barrier 
between the sheet metal and rust causing elements.
Rust Coat is an ideal protection of vehicle underbody & wheel arches against rust & corrosion, abrasives from moisture, stone 
chips and road salt.  The treatment also deadens droning noise and reduces vibrations while enhancing the body life. It is 
recommended that a car should be protected by rust coat underbody coating every two years with an interim inspection every 
year to make sure any small holes in the corrosion protection coating layer are professionally assessed and repaired.

Rust Coat Underbody Coating

Automotive silencer & exhaust system passes through rough road conditions effecting it with damages due to stone chips, 
moisture & dirty water, road grime etc. This can cause rusted silencers.
Silencer coating is a heat resistant anti corrosive superior coating for exhaust system and galvanic surfaces. The coating not 
only protects the treated areas against corrosion but also gives the silencers a new look. Silencer coating is available in silver or 
black matt finish.

Silencer Coating

Internal Panel Protection protects the cavity areas like boot internals, door panels, etc from rust and corrosion on the cars. The 
product is low viscous with good creeping properties for close fits and & clearances while making a water & salt water resistant 
coat to protect against corrosion. It forms a fine tear resistant lubricating film which penetrates well in areas with limited 
accessibility. The treatment enhances body life and increases resale value of the vehicle.

Internal Panel Protection

 Interior & Upholstery cleaning is a very important part of car detailing system. Spills on the seats are difficult to control because 
of the movement of the vehicle when the spill occurs. A dirty car interior looks bad, causing recurring illness because of build-up 
of germs, mold and dust. These substances cause discomfort or allergies to the passengers.
Interior cleaning system transforms the car interiors into a new look; freshens up, making it a healthy space to stay.  Interior 
cleaning process involves vacuuming, brushing/scrubbing/shampooing, wiping/re-vacuuming, deodorizing & dressing. The 
Backtaklene treatment ensures a germ free and healthy car cabin.

Interior Cleaning Treatments

Before After

Rust is an oxidation process 
that attacks metals and ruins 
the underbody of vehicles. Over 
time rust eats its way to the 
metal's base layer and causes 
perforations in several areas. 
This corrosion can spread very 
quickly and effect the life & 
appearance of an automobile.



Aero Fresh

Aircon Klene

AC Evaporator Cleaning 

The inside of a car can contain up to 10-times more pollutants and contaminants than the air in an equal volume of space 
outside of the car. A common source of problem is the air conditioning system. This wet air conditioning environment is a good 
place for mold and mildew to grow and for dust & pollen to collect which find their way back into the air system. Bacteria grow 
exceptionally well in the AC evaporator area, which becomes warm but still damp when you shut the car off.
AC Maintenance solutions are designed to keep the automotive air-conditioning system clean and to make the car cabin fresh & 
healthy, in addition to keep the AC efficiency to optimum.

The AC evaporator becomes wet as humid air is passed over 
its cool surface causing bacteria to grow. In addition, trapped 
contaminants insulate the evaporator, reducing heat-transfer 
efficiency as well as airflow. This contamination should be 
cleaned regularly. ELVI specialty solvents Eva Klene & Eva 
Flush are specially formulated to clean & flush the AC 
evaporator system. The solvents are sprayed on the 
evaporator using a visual borescope spray gun integrated 
cleaning device.

Aero Fresh is a one shot car cabin antibacterial agent for a clean & fresh air circulation in the car interior. It effectively eliminates 
smoke smell & unpleasant odour, preventing the growth of mold, bacteria for a long period. The treatment instantly cleans and 
disinfects the car air conditioning system through an easy application.

Aircon Klene is a foam based spray for effective cleaning of the AC system. It eliminates bad smell, dust, fungus, bacteria, 
nicotine and other dirt that may clog the air-conditioning system. Avoids the proliferation of micro-organisms and mildew while 
increasing the cooling efficiency. It can be used on any air conditioning system.

Car Lubrication Package - CLP

Air Intake Cleaning & Engine De-Carbonising System

Airflow Sensor Cleaning 

A set of lubrication & cleaning treatments using lubrication spray for the maintenance of hinges of door, bonnet, dickey, seat fore 
& aft adjustment channels, Window Dresser for the window rubber channels, and the Battery Terminal shield protects the 
battery terminals.

Stalling & rough idling is often caused by a build-up of deposits of airborne contaminants, oil and combustion gases in the 
throttle body / air intake system / combustion chamber. 
Air Intake and Engine De-Carbonising system cleans throttle body, idle passages, intake plenum & the combustion areas to 
removes deposits from the idle passages &  improve drivability. The treatment improves acceleration, fuel economy & overall 
performance.  

Air Flow Sensor Cleaning improves and restores the performance and reliability of air flow sensors which are in use on modern 
petrol& diesel engines. It quickly and effectively cleans, both the thermistor and the hot wire or hot plate. A dirty hot wire or hot 
plate in the air flow sensor leads to incorrect readings for calculating the fuel/air mixture, further  effecting the engine 
performance, increased fuel consumption and impaired starting and idling properties.

Detailing is incomplete without the dressings. The process includes applying dressing to those surfaces that can't be waxed or 
otherwise protected. Areas like dashboard and other vinyl, rubber and leather surfaces need regular protection. Vinyl, tyre or 
rubber dressings protect and beautify those areas.



Best results of detailing are only achieved with the help of right tools for the right treatments. Wool pads, foam pads, applicator 
foam guns, sprayer bottles, polisher machines, Bardahl Proklene equipments  are to be used for optimum results.

Protect yourself with the protective gears. Eye glasses, head gear helmet, mask, gloves etc. are the protective gears that needs 
to be adopted as part of the detailing process - system.

ELVI Bardahl has a set of uniforms and aprons to perform an organized & professional detailing process. Use the ELVI Bardahl 
wear for announcing to the world that you are a detailing expert for an organized detailing process. 



Upholstery Cleaner Fabric

Multi Dresser

Aero Fresh

Bactaklene

Upholstery Cleaner Concentrate

De-Greaser & Engine Cleaner

Vinyl Dresser

Tyre Dresser

Tar Remover

Glass Cleaner

Rust Coat

Silencer Coat Silver
Silencer Coat Black

Rust Klene

Internal Panel Protection

Tar Remover

De-Greaser & Engine Cleaner

Superklene Shampoo

Dirt Collection Tray

1500 & 2000 Abrasive Paper
Applicator Foam
Cleaning Brush Set
Cleaning Cloth

Foam Polisher Pads
Masking Paper

Evaporator Borescope Gun
Rotary Speed Adjustable Polisher 

Wipex Microfiber Cloth
Wool Polisher Pads

Masking Tape
Pneumatic Anti-Rust Spray Gun
Air-Intake Cleaning Machine

Sprayer Bottles

Engine De-Carbonising Machine

BARDAHL PRODUCTS FOR 
INTERIOR CARE TREATMENT 

BARDAHL PRODUCTS FOR 
ANTI-CORROSION TREATMENT 

Aero Fresh

EVA Klene
EVA Flush
Aircon Klene

BARDAHL PRODUCTS FOR 
AC MAINTENANCE TREATMENT 

BARDAHL ACCESSORY TOOLS

Lubrication Spray

Electrical Contact Klene

Airflow Sensor Cleaner

Battery Terminal Shield
Window Dresser

Power Tune
Diesel Tune

BARDAHL PRODUCTS FOR 
OTHER TREATMENT 

AC1132
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Bactaklene Interior Cleaning
Premium Interior Cleaning
Regular Interior Cleaning 

Silencer Coating

Rust Coat Underbody Coating

Internal Panel Protection

Rust Coat WB Water Based UB 
Coating

ANTI-CORROSION TREATMENTS

Paint Care System OE 1
Paint Care System OE 2
Paint Care System OE 3
Paint Care System Pro Step
Paint Care System Excel
Paint Care System Motoshine
Paint Care System Extra Buff
PCSCeramic Body Fence

Superklene Shampoo

Headlight Pre Polish

Premium Liquid Carnauba Wax

Glass Polishing Kit

Headlight Polish
Headlight Pro Sealant
Alloy Wheel Polish & Protector

Clay Bar

Glass Cleaner

Engine Proshine

Window Dresser

Alloy Wheel Cleaner

Tyre Dresser

De-Greaser & Engine Cleaner

Emblem Polish

Vinyl Dresser

Emblem Cleaner

Tar Remover

BARDAHL PRODUCTS FOR 
EXTERIOR CARE TREATMENT 

Paint Care System Classic

Paint Care System 1 Step Shine
Paint Care System Ceramic BF Coat
Windshield Cleaning & Polishing
Headlight Restoration System
Alloy Wheel Cleaning & Protection
Logo & Chrome Cleaning

Paint Care System Premium

Engine Proshine

EXTERIOR CARE TREATMENTS INTERIOR CARE TREATMENTS

Aero Fresh
Aircon Klene
AC Evaporator Cleaning

AC MAINTENANCE TREATMENTS

OTHER TREATMENTS

Airflow Sensor Cleaning

Car Lubrication Package
Air Intake Cleaning & Eng. De-
Carbonising
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